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Abstract. It is shown that a locally compact group G is amenable if and only if some certain
closed ideals of the Figa`-Talamanca-Herz algebra Ap.G/ admit bounded -weak approximate
identities. Also, similar results are obtained for the function algebras LA.G/ and Cw0 .G/.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let A be a Banach algebra, .A/ be the character space of A, that is, the space of
all non-zero homomorphisms fromA intoC andA be the dual space ofA consisting
of all bounded linear functionals on A. Throughout the paper, A is a commutative
and semi-simple Banach algebra, hence .A/ is non-empty.
Let fe˛g be a net in Banach algebra A. The net fe˛g is called,
(1) an approximate identity if for each a 2 A, kae˛ ak! 0,
(2) a weak approximate identity if for each a 2 A, jf .ae˛/ f .a/j ! 0 for all
f 2 A,
(3) a -weak approximate identity if for each  2.A/, j.e˛/ 1j ! 0.
Definition 1. LetA be a Banach algebra. A bounded-weak approximate identity
for subspace E  A is a bounded net fe˛g in E such that for each a 2E,
lim˛ j.ae˛/ .a/j D 0 . 2.A//:
For simplicity of notation, let b.-w.a.i stand for a bounded -weak approximate
identity.
It was proved that every Banach algebra A with a bounded -weak approximate
identity has a bounded approximate identity (b.a.i) and conversely [4, Proposition
33.2].
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The notion of a-weak approximate identity introduced and studied in [15] where
an example of a Banach algebra which has a -weak approximate identity but does
not have an approximate identity, was given. Indeed, if S DQC is the semigroup of
positive rationales under addition, it was shown that the semigroup algebra l1.S/ has
a b.-w.a.i, but it does not have any bounded or unbounded approximate identity.
As the second example to see the difference between bounded approximate and
bounded -weak approximate identities, let R be the additive real line group and
1 < p 1. Put Sp.R/D L1.R/\Lp.R/ and define the following norm;
kf kSp Dmaxfkf k1;kf kpg .f 2 Sp.R//:
Using [14, Theorem 2.1], we can see that Sp.R/ has a b.-w.a.i, but it has no b.a.i.
Because we know that Sp.R/ is a Segal algebra and it is well-known that a Segal
algebra S in L1.R/ has a b.a.i if and only if S D L1.R/. But it is clear that Sp.R/¤
L1.R/.
These type of approximate identities have some interesting applications, for ex-
ample; see [9,16,22]. In the past decades, B. E. Forrest studied the relations between
the amenability of a group G and closed ideals of A.G/ and Ap.G/ with a b.a.i; see
[5–8], and the relations between some properties ofG and closed ideals ofA.G/with
a b.-w.a.i; see [9].
In this paper, we try to improve some of the theorems in [5, 6, 8, 10, 16] with
changing b.a.i by b.-w.a.i. As an application, we give the converse of [8, Corollary
4.2] due to B. Forrest, E. Kaniuth, A. T. Lau and N. Spronk.
2. MAIN RESULTS
LetG be a locally compact group. For 1 < p <1, let Ap.G/ denote the subspace
ofC0.G/ consisting of all functions of the form uDP1iD1fi egi where fi 2Lp.G/,
gi 2 Lq.G/, 1=pC 1=q D 1, P1iD1 kfikpkgikq <1 and eg.x/ D g.x 1/ for all
x 2G. With the pointwise operation and the following norm,
kukAp.G/ D inff
1X
iD1
kfikpkgikq W uD
1X
iD1
fi  egig;
Ap.G/ is a Banach algebra called the Figa`-Talamanca-Herz algebra. It is clear that
kuk  kukAp.G/ where kuk is the uniform norm of u 2 C0.G/. By [12, Theorem 3],
we know that
.Ap.G//D fx W x 2Gg DG;
where x is defined by x.f /D f .x/ for each f 2 Ap.G/.
The dual of the Banach algebra Ap.G/ is the Banach space PMp.G/ consisting of
all limits of convolution operators associated to bounded measures. Indeed, PMp.G/
is the w-closure of p.L1.G// in B.Lp.G// where p is the left regular represent-
ation of G on Lp.G/; see [3] for more details.
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The group G is said to be amenable if, there exists an m 2 L1.G/ such that
m  0, m.1/ D 1 and m.Lxf / D m.f / for each x 2 G and f 2 L1.G/ where
Lxf .y/D f .x 1y/.
Theorem 1 (Leptin-Herz). Let G be a locally compact group and 1 < p <1.
Then Ap.G/ has a b.a.i if and only if G is amenable
The proof of the above theorem in the case p D 2 is due to Leptin [19] and in
general is due to Herz [12].
Forrest and Skantharajah in [9] showed that ifG is a discrete group, thenA2.G/D
A.G/ has a b.-w.a.i if and only if G is amenable. Kaniuth and U¨lger in [18, The-
orem 5.1], for the first time in our knowledge, announced thatA.G/ has a b.-w.a.i if
and only ifG is an amenable group, but the same result holds for the Figa`-Talamanca-
Herz algebras as follows. The proof is similar to the Fourier algebra case, but we give
it for the convenience of reader.
Theorem 2. Let G be a locally compact group and 1 < p <1. Then Ap.G/ has
a b.-w.a.i if and only if G is amenable.
Proof. Let fe˛g be a b.-w.a.i for Ap.G/ and e 2 Ap.G/ be a w-cluster point
of fe˛g. So, for each  2.Ap.G//DG, we have
e./D lim˛.e˛/D 1;
because fe˛g is a b.-w.a.i for Ap.G/. Therefore, by [23, Proposition 2.8] G is
weakly closed in PMp.G/D Ap.G/. Now, by [2, Corollary 2.8] we conclude that
G is an amenable group. 
The following corollary immediately follows from the Leptin-Herz Theorem and
Theorem 2.
Corollary 1. Let G be a locally compact group and 1 < p <1. Then Ap.G/ has
a b.-w.a.i. if and only if it has a b.a.i.
The following theorem is a key tool in the sequel.
Theorem 3. Let A be a Banach algebra, I be a closed two-sided ideal of A which
has a b.-w.a.i and the quotient Banach algebra A=I has a b.l.a.i. Then A has a
b.-w.a.i.
Proof. Let fe˛g be a b.-w.a.i for I and ffı C I g be a b.l.a.i for A=I . We can
assume that ffıg is bounded. Indeed, since ffı C I g is bounded, there exists a pos-
itive integer K with kfı C Ik < K for each ı. So, there exists yı 2 I such that
kfıCIk< kfıCyık<K. Put f 0ı D fıCyı . Clearly, ff
0
ı
CI g is a b.l.a.i for A=I
which ff 0
ı
g is bounded.
Now, consider the bounded net fe˛Cfı e˛fıg.˛;ı/. For each  2.A/ we have
.e˛Cfı   e˛fı/D .e˛/C.fı/.1 .e˛//
.˛;ı/   ! 1:
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Therefore, A has a b.-w.a.i. 
Let G be a locally compact group, E be a closed non-empty subset of G and
1 < p <1. Define
Ip.E/D fu 2 Ap.G/ W u.x/D 0 for all x 2Eg
The following result improves [5, Theorem 3.9].
Theorem 4. Let G be a locally compact group. Then the following assertions are
equivalent.
(1) G is an amenable group.
(2) ker./ has a b.-w.a.i for each  2.Ap.G//.
(3) Ip.H/ has a b.-w.a.i for some closed amenable subgroup H of G.
Proof. .1/) .2/: LetG be an amenable group. ThenAp.G/ has a b.a.i by Leptin-
Herz’s Theorem. Now, the result follows from [17, Corollary 2.3].
.2/) .3/: Just take H D feg, because we know that Ip.feg/D ker.e/.
.3/) .1/: Suppose that Ip.H/ for a closed amenable subgroup H of G has a
b.-w.a.i. By [21, Lemma 3.19] we know that Ap.H/ is isometrically isomorphic to
Ap.G/=Ip.H/. But Ap.H/ has a b.a.i, since H is an amenable group. Therefore,
Ap.G/=Ip.H/ also has a b.a.i. Now, the result follows from Theorems 3 and 2. 
Forrest in [6, Lemma 3.14] improved [5, Theorem 3.9]. Indeed he showed that G
is an amenable group if for some closed proper subgroup H of G, I2.H/ has a b.a.i.
Also, using the operator space structure of A.G/, it was shown in [8, Theorem 1.5]
that G is an amenable group only if I2.H/ for some closed subgroup H of G has a
b.a.i.
Now, we give the following result which improves [8, Corollary 1.6] and Theorem
4. Our proof is a mimic of [6, Lemma 3.14].
Theorem 5. LetG be a locally compact group and 1<p <1. Then the following
are equivalent.
(1) G is an amenable group.
(2) Ip.H/ has a b.-w.a.i for some proper closed subgroup H of G.
Proof. In view of [8, Corollary 4.2], only .2/) .1/ needs proof.
LetH be a proper closed subgroup of G such that Ip.H/ has a b.-w.a.i. We will
show that H is an amenable group and this completes the proof by Theorem 4.
SinceH is a proper subgroup, there exists x 2G nH . On the other hand, the map-
ping Ip.H/! Ip.xH/ defined by u! Lxu is an isometric isomorphism, because
for each t 2G and f 2 Ap.G/, we have,
Ltf 2 Ap.G/; kLtf kAp.G/ D kf kAp.G/:
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Therefore, Ip.xH/ has a b.-w.a.i which we denote it by .u˛/. For each ˛, let v˛
be the restriction of u˛ to H . Using [12, Theorem 1a], we conclude that .v˛/ is a
bounded net in Ap.H/.
Let  2Ap.H/\Cc.H/ andK D supp  H . Then there exists a neighborhood
V of K in G such that V \xH D¿, because K\xH D¿ (otherwise we conclude
that x is in H ) and G is completely regular by [13, Theorem 8.4] and hence it is a
regular topological space. Indeed, for each y 2 xH , let Vy be a neighborhood of K
such that y … Vy . So, V D\y2xHVy satisfies V \xH D¿.
By [3, Proposition 1, pp.34] there is u 2Ap.G/ such that u.x/D 1 for each x 2K
and supp u V , and by [12, Theorem 1b], there exists a v 2Ap.G/ such that vjH D
. Now, put w D vu. Since V \xH D ¿ and supp u  V , we have w 2 Ip.xH/,
and since u.x/D 1 for each x 2K and K D supp , we have wjH D .
Now, for each x 2H , we have
lim˛ jx.v˛/ x./j D lim˛ jv˛.x/.x/ .x/j
D lim˛ ju˛.x/w.x/ w.x/j D 0:
Therefore, .v˛/ is a b.-w.a.i for Ap.H/, since by [3, Corollary 7, pp. 38], Ap.H/\
Cc.H/ is dense in Ap.H/. Hence, by Theorem 2, H is amenable. 
As an application of the above theorem, we give the following corollary which is
the converse of [8, Corollary 4.2].
Corollary 2. Let G be a locally compact group, 1 < p <1 and H be a proper
closed subgroup of G. If Ip.H/ has a b.a.i, then G is amenable.
Ghahramani and Lau in [10] introduced and studied a new closed ideal of A.G/.
Indeed, let G be a locally compact group and put
LA.G/D L1.G/\A.G/
with the norm
jkf kj D kf k1Ckf kA.G/:
Clearly LA.G/ with pointwise multiplication is a commutative Banach algebra
with .LA.G//DG and it is called the Lebesgue-Fourier algebra of G.
It was shown that LA.G/ has a b.a.i if and only if G is a compact group [10,
Proposition 2.6]. Now, we give the following result concerning the b.-w.a. identities
of this Banach algebra.
Theorem 6. Let G be a locally compact group.
(1) for each x 2G, ker.x/ LA.G/ has a b.-w.a.i.
(2) LA.G/ has a b.-w.a.i.
(3) G is amenable.
(4) G is compact.
Then .1/) .2/) .3/ and .4/) .1/ hold.
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Proof. .1/) .2/ W Follows from Theorem 3.
.2/) .3/ W Let .u˛/ be a b.-w.a.i for LA.G/, Then .u˛/ is a bounded net in
A.G/. Now, the result follows from Theorem 2 and this fact that .LA.G//DG D
.A.G//.
.4/) .1/ W Let G be a compact group. Then by [10, Proposition 2.6], we know
that LA.G/DA.G/. On the other hand, by [17, Example 2.6] for each x 2G, A.G/
is x-amenable. Therefore, the result follows from [17, Proposition 2.2]. 
We do not know whether the implication .3/) .2/ in Theorem 6 remains true?
Remark 1. In [11], Granirer gave a .p;r/-version of the Lebesgue-Fourier algebra.
Indeed, let 1 < p <1;1 r 1 and put Arp.G/DAp.G/\Lr.G/ with the norm,
kukArp.G/ D kukrCkukAp.G/:
It was shown that Arp.G/ with pointwise multiplication is a commutative semi-
simple Banach algebra such that .Arp.G// D G and for all 1  r 1, Arp.G/ D
Ap.G/ if G is a compact group; see [11, Theorem 1, Theorem 2].
Therefore, in view of Theorems 2 and 3, Theorem 6 remains true if we replace
LA.G/ with Arp.G/.
Remark 2. Runde in [20], by using the canonical operator space structure of
Lp.G/, introduced and studied the algebra OAp.G/ for 1 < p <1, the operator
Figa`-Talamanca-Herz algebra. It was shown that Ap.G/ OAp.G/ [20, Remark 4.
pp. 159] and OAp.G/ has a b.a.i if and only if G is an amenable group [20, Theorem
4.10]. That would be an interesting question: Are the preceding results remain true
if we replace Ap.G/ by OAp.G/?
Now, letG be a locally compact group andw WG!R be an upper semicontinuous
function such that w.x/ 1 for each x 2G. Put
Cw0 .G/D ff 2 C.G/ W f w 2 C0.G/g:
It is clear thatCw0 .G/with pointwise operation and weighted supremum norm defined
by
kf kw D sup
x2G
jf .x/jw.x/ .f 2 Cw0 .G//;
is a commutative Banach algebra such that .Cw0 .G//D .C0.G//D G; see [16,
Section 4.3].
Theorem 7. Let G be a locally compact group and t 2G. Then the following are
equivalent.
(1) ker.t / has a b.a.i.
(2) ker.t / has a b.-w.a.i.
(3) Cw0 .G/ has a b.-w.a.i.
(4) w is bounded.
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Proof. .1/) .2/ W This part is clear. Applying Theorem 3, we conclude .2/)
.3/. In view of [16, Corollary 4.7], we have .3/) .4/. Therefore, we only show
.4/) .1/.
Suppose that w is bounded by M > 0. Let V D fV˛g˛2  be a neighborhood base
at t directed by the reverse inclusion. For each ˛ 2   , by the Urysohn Lemma, there
exists a continuous function f˛ WX ! Œ0;1 such that f˛.t/D 1 and suppf˛  V˛.
Let  > 0 and g 2 Cw0 .G/. For 
0 D =2M , there exists a neighborhood V of t
such that,
jg.y/ g.t/j< 0 .y 2 V /:
On the other hand, let ˛0 2   be such that V˛0  V . Therefore, there exists x0 2 G
such that
kgf˛ t .g/f˛kw D sup
x2G
jg.x/f˛0.x/ g.t/f˛0.x/jw.x/
< jg.x0/f˛0.x0/ g.t/f˛0.x0/jw.x0/C =2
<M
0C =2D :
Therefore, for each g 2 Cw0 .G/, kgf˛  g.t/f˛kw  ! 0. Hence, by [17, Theorem
1.4, Proposition 2.2] and [1, Corollary 3.6] we conclude that ker.t / has a b.a.i. 
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